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Abstract

E-learning plays an important role in education as it supports online education via

computer networks and provides educational services by utilising information technolo-

gies. We present a case study describing the development of an Arabic language e-

learning course in statistics. Discussed are issues concerning e-learning in Arab coun-

tries with special focus on problems of the application of e-learning in the Arab world

and the difficulties concerning the design Arabic platforms such as language problems,

cultural and technical problems, especially ArabTeX works difficulty with LaTeX for-

mat. Thus Wiki is offered as a solution to such problems. Wiki supports LaTeX and

other statistical programs, for instance R, and Wiki offers the solution to language prob-

lems. Details of this technology are discussed and a solution as to how this system can

serve in building an Arab platform is presented.
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1 Introduction

Due to the proliferation of the Internet, e-learning has become significant within education.

Universities and educational institutions have created web sites and e-learning systems. In

the future e-learning is expected to provide a complement to classical learning and the e-

learning market is expected to become for software companies. In spite of this the e-learning

market is still weak in Arab countries when compared to America and Europe. The reason

why the software industry is weak in the Arab world has several reasons and will be discussed

later. Our internet research shows that electronic platforms are few in Arab universities and

an Arab e-learning platform in statistics could not be found. For this reason we find the cre-

ation a platform that would aid Arabic students in learning statistics highly necessary. From

this perspective we are currently working on the development of an Arab e-learning platform

in statistics (Arabic MM*Stat ). The platform will contain the basic statistical topics, will be

supported by multiple examples and the easy-of-use will be adapted for Arab students. It will

be an important reference point in the study of statistics through the Internet. MM*Stat is an

HTML based multimedia environment for supporting teaching and learning statistics via the

internet or from a CD. The main aim is to discuss why LaTeX2HTML does not work with

Arabic MM*Stat, therefore we use another technology, namely the ”Wiki technology”. Wiki

defines as software tool for collective operation through the internet and it uses easy rules

to create web pages. Despite its young age e-learning has begun spreading worldwide and

in particular in western countries. Statistics show that the size of the worldwide e-learning

market is estimated to be 11 billion dollars yearly, with this ratio located between 60− 70%

in the United States and Europe. Statistics indicate that 30% of the education was deliv-

ered electronically. There is a big gap between Europe and the United States and the Arab

countries, where the size of e-learning market is around 15 million dollars yearly. Al-Reeise

(2004). The reasons for this gap can be shortly summarized using the following facts:

• The diffusion of the internet services in the most Arabic countries is weak compared to

other regions of the world. This is mainly due to the government monopolies over the

telecommunications sector, resulting in higher prices. As a consequence only 0.5% of

the internet users come from the Arab world, even though the Arab population is 5%

of the world population.
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Another example for this gap is the number of personal Computers. 20 per thousand in

Arab countries compared with 200 per thousand in the developed countries. Al-Reeise

(2004).

• As English is the most common language in the e-learning platforms and most Arab

users have difficulties in understanding and speaking English, users do not have enough

experience and ability to contact with others using English and that distances them

from e-learning sources and educational courses.

• Social and cultural problems: Every language contains within the traditions and cus-

toms of the people speaking it. Restrictions are imposed by some Arab governments

for internet users as it contains to opinions that violate the traditions and cultural val-

ues.

• The educational problems: A high level of illiteracy in the Arab world. 23, 21%. See:

http://www.sajed.org/news.php?ID=48.

• A limited number of specialized cadres and the scientific expertise in the area of e-

learning in the Arab countries.

Due to the mentioned problems the Arab countries need more time to acquire the advantage

of e-learning. The dissemination of the culture of e-learning in the schools and universities

needs a new generation of qualified people who can deal successfully with modern technol-

ogy and the experiences of e-learning.

2 Difficulties to design Arabic platforms

There are many problems associated with the making of an Arabic platform, these relate to

language, cultural and also technical. We summarize these issues :

Problem 1: The writing in Arabic is from right to left opposite to most other languages.

Therefore all lists, paragraphs, statistical forms, tables and graphics run from right to left. In

some cases however Arabic text may contain information that needs to run in the opposite

direction (from left to right) like numbers and Latin texts. Any program that supports the

Arabic language should provide the possibility of changing the direction when needed.
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Problem 2: There are some items related with translation, some words and scientific

terms are similar in Arabic and could create a problem when translated. For example, see

table 1. Arabic makes no distinction between ”administration” and ”management”. Another

example, ”calculate” and ”calculator” are ambiguous as well as ”compute” and ”computer.”

Table 1: Some similar words in Arabic

Problem 3: We must consider the issues relating specifically to Arabic culture. As tradi-

tions, cultural values play an important role in every society. ”The cultural effects of using a

different language. Each language has its own characteristics acting as a container in which

morals and values are presented. It carries the culture of those people speaking it”. Al-Khatib

(2004).

Problem 4: Another problem is the LaTeX format. ArabTeX works difficulty with La-

TeX. We aim to find a solution to this problem in our project. There was a project for Arabtex

in LaTeX presented by Prof. Klaus Lagally - University Stuttgart (1993). This project was

a positive step but it is not enough as the letters in Arab texts in this project were written in

English and not Arabic and this project did not have the ability to produce statistics on an

Arabic Web site. Figure 1 shows how to implemented ArabTeX into LaTeX in that project.
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Figure 1:Left panel: Sample Arabtex input in LaTeX, right panel: Sample Arabtex output in

LaTeX

.
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Problem 5: How to include the interactive examples in Arabic MM*Stat? These kind of

examples are important, because interactive examples allow the user to practice repeatedly

with various variables or data sets, and with alternate sample sizes or parameters, of the

statistical methods applied. In this manner, the student obtains a better understanding of how

the statistical method works. Lehmann (2004).

3 WiKi Technology

We propose the Wiki technology as a solution to these problems. Wiki supports the solutions

for language problems, and on top of this it is an easy tool to create web page. Wiki software

supports LaTeX format to writing the complex statistical forms, and we will try to integrate

of LaTeX into Arabic MM*Stat. We will use R program to do the interactive examples and

multiple choice question in Arabic MM*Stat, thus R will be integrated into Wiki.

3.1 What is Wiki ?

Wiki is a system that allows users to collaborate in forming the content of a web site. The first

web site in wiki, ”WikiWikiWeb” was designed by Ward Cunnigham and Bo Leuf in 1995.

They describe the Wiki system as a simple database that can operate on the World Wide Web.

The goal is to simplify the process of participation and cooperation in the development of

web content with maximum flexibility. The main advantages of Wiki are that:

• Wiki simplifies the process of content editing. Each page contains a link for changing

contents through an editing screen which can then be saved. The saved pages can be

viewed on the web site.

• It uses simple markup to coordinate contents, and it is suitable for users with little

experience with computers or web site development as no HTML language knowledge

is required.

• Wiki sites keep record of the history pages and therefore makes the comparison of

older and newer web pages an easy task. If a mistake is made, one can revert to the

older version of the page.

• Most Wiki sites are publicly open and therefore content editing by users is open.
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• Wiki simplifies the organization of a site: Wiki sites create hypertext databases and can

regulate the content in any manner desired; many of the content management systems

require the planning of a classifications for of content before anything is written; in

Wiki one can organize the contents by the sections or without the sections. Visitors to

the web site can use the links between the pages. This flexibility is not available in the

content management systems.

3.2 Application of Wiki

The flexibility of the Wiki concept makes it an ideal knowledge transfer tool, at universities,

educational institutes, in companies and with specialized web sites.” Wiki serves easily as an

effective tool for communication between students and professors in the universities and for

publishing articles, documents as well as lectures.” ( See: http://www.serdal.com/articles/6/).

In many universities students are not required to visit lectures since lectures are written and

published on the university web site. Each teacher can write his course using Wiki and offer

it to his students as an useful material for the study. There are many examples of web sites

dependent on Wiki as tool for the development of the contents, like Wikipedia, see the link:

http://en.wikipedia.org. The Wikipedia project started 15 January 2001 and today there are

more than 5.5 million articles in the encyclopedia in all languages, more than 1.5 million

articles in the English encyclopedia alone. Millions of volunteers around the world modify

and add to the contents daily and a new articles are created. The Arabic version of the free

encyclopedia was launched in July 2003 and currently contains only 30,210 articles only as

the Arab encyclopedia is in the content-building phase. There is a great potential as a tool for

online collaboration in Humboldt university from Dr. Sigbert Klinke, this project was applied

in the web site: http://teachwiki.wiwi.hu-berlin.de. And there is Arabic e-learning platform

in Wiki. http://wiki.arabeyes.org. Arabeyes provides a good environment for discussion and

exchange of experience and knowledge about the Arabic language and support it with the

computer and free software, Arabeyes offers the translation for a free open-source programs.

In addition there is in Arabeyes the technical dictionary that aims to translate and standardize

the technical terms used in translating the software to the Arab user. Arabeyes is a solution

for problem 2, see later figure 2. Wiki supports the solution for problem 1, see figures 4, 6

and 9.
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It also supports LaTeX to writing the complex statistical forms into Arabic MM*Stat, a

solution for problem 4, see figure 4

Figure 2: Graphical user interface (GUI) of Arabeyes Todo
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4 An Arabic e-learning system

4.1 Description of Arabic MM*Stat

The basic frame for this platform, the system MM*Stat was developed at the School for

Business and Economics of Humboldt - Universität zu Berlin. MM*Stat is a platform for e-

learning statistics and it is an HTML based multimedia environment to support teaching and

learning statistics via internet or CD, see: http://www.quantlet.com/mdstat/products.html.

It provides e-learning of Statistics in many languages including English, German, French,

Polish, Czech, Spanish and Italian.

Figure 3: Standardization is via an HTML filing card system

Arabic MM*Stat is directed to students and Arab users that serve the e-learning issues in

the Arab region. There are not enough e-learning platforms because there is a lack of interest
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Figure 4: Graphical user interface (GUI) of Arabic MM*Stat in WiKi

in the e-learning issues within universities and Arab institutes. This platform will be the first

developed platform for Arab users in statistics and it is applied in the following web page

see: (http://pluto.wiwi.hu-berlin.de/mediawiki/index.php).

MM*Stat course has five components structures: The lecture, information, explained, en-

hanced and interactive. Each lecture gives the basic concepts of the general statistical theory,

definitions, formulae as well as mathematical proofs. MM*Stat provides the students to

compute distribution functions, graphics and derive results for statistical tests. The students

or anyone interested in statistics can interactively learn about basic concepts of statistics at

anytime and anywhere.
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4.2 How to introduce new contents into Arabic MM*Stat?

These principles and rules of Wiki are very important for designing Arabic MM*Stat that

operates using Wiki. These principles reduce the effort and cost associated with the creation

of simple web pages that works with the HTML language.

• Adding of new pages: The establishment of the pages for links existed already and

sometimes refers to the pages of the articles not yet established. Before pages are

established it must be confirmed that no page has been previously been created and

that it is separate from the other pages.

• Editing pages: Editing and modifying pages is an easy process. Click the link ”edit

this page” located at the top of the page, moved this link to another page ”edit page”,

where the contents of the page are for the adding and preview and when we finish the

writing. The page must be saved and we can see all the changes made by clicking the

button ”show preview”.

• Addition the internal and external links to Arabic MM*Stat: When we write a word

or sentence between brackets, this sentence will work as an internal link in Arabic

MM*Stat and pages already existing will appear in blue. If the page does not exist,

the link color will appear in red. This relates only to internal links in Wiki. However

external links can also be created with ease.

• Addition variables and statistical formulas: Writing in Arabic MM*Stat dependent

basically on the mathematical and statistical formulas. All statistical formulas can be

rewritten from Arabic Wikipedia. See: http://ar.wikipedia.org/wiki/.

• The creation of tables in Arabic MM*Stat: There are two ways to create tables. The

first is using HTML. Formulas can be applied to the HTML environment, and the

following example in figure 5 explains that. Since some users are unfamiliar with

HTML or because some symbols of tables are difficult, we apply Wiki method as the

figure 6.
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Figure 5: Edit table in Arabic MM*Stat using HTML

Figure 6: Edit table in Arabic MM*Stat using Wiki
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We must consider the issues relating specifically to Arabic culture. For example: In-

terest rates or the prohibition of alcohol. There were in MM*Stat many examples

relating to this. We must delete them from Arabic MM*Stat like figure 7 and 8 . The

user can delete these examples directly during the working on Wiki. Here comes the

importance of Wiki as a edit tool. It also a solution for problem 3.

Figure 7: An example for deck of cards

Figure 8: An example for lotto
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5 Integrate R program into Wiki

R is a language and environment for statistical computing and graphics. It was orig-

inally created by Ross Ihaka and Robert Gentleman at the University of Auckland,

New Zealand, and is now developed by the R Development Core Team. R provides

a wide variety of statistical (linear and nonlinear modelling, classical statistical tests,

time-series analysis, classification, clustering, ...) and graphical techniques, and is

highly extensible (see: http://www.r-project.org/about.html). Arabic MM*Stat pro-

vides R program which can be incorporated with the courses notes. The Mediawiki is

the software behind the Wikipedia. This extension allows to run R programs within

the Mediawiki and to display graphics, HTML output and the interactive examples in

the Arabic MM*Stat. As a solution for problem 5. These interactive examples enable

the students and learner to apply the statistics distributions and the probability tables

via the internet. (For examples, see figure 9). This example explains how to apply the

hypergeometric distribution for various values. Other example (see figure 10) shows

the graphic for the binomial distribution and you can get other graphic when you input

other values. There are in Arabic MM*Stat other examples for other distributions like

normal, poisson and exponential distribution.
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Figure 9: The interactive example for hypergeometric distribution.

Figure 10: The interactive example for binomial distribution.
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6 Conclusion

Using E-learning/e-teaching tools to offer an effective learning of statistics is a neces-

sity for students. There is the possibility of creating an e-learning system with Arabic

MM*Stat through the application of Wiki technology. Since some of the specific char-

acteristics we have discussed earlier for developing an Arabic platform already exist

in the Wiki. We see that Rwiki is the solution for the interactive examples in Ara-

bic MM*Stat. We hope that Arabic MM*Stat platform for e-learning of statistics will

be a significant contributions to the Arab user as it clearly overcomes weaknesses in

developing such electronic platforms in Arabic.
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